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theres no denying that ubuntu is the most popular linux distro today. whether youre a newbie, an old
hand, or somewhere in between, you can find support for ubuntu on the internet and that makes it
easy for users to get the answers to any linux questions they may have. ubuntu is also very easy to

use and comes with the most applications bundled out of any other linux distro and that includes
many programs for video, music, and image editing. its popularity is very well deserved. ubuntu is a

good distro for anyone and you may just find yourself spending more time using it than any other
distro. if youre looking for a linux distro that will give you the most out of your hardware, then you
should try arch linux. its relatively new compared to other linux distros but its popularity is growing
by the day. unlike most linux distros, arch is not based on a stable software package manager such
as yum or apt-get but on its own pacman package manager. a pacman package is basically a binary
file that contains all the instructions needed to install a piece of software. the main reason why the

ubuntu name is so widely used is because of its popularity with newcomers. thats because most
distros now have a graphical user interface, something that ubuntu pioneered many years ago. in

fact, ubuntu has been so popular that many people now have ubuntu-based distros on their
computers with almost all other distros being ubuntu derivatives. ubuntu is a good distro for the
newbie and can be installed on older hardware, as long as you have a fast internet connection to

help you install everything. for that reason, ubuntu is a popular choice for those who want to build
their own servers but have never used linux before.
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